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НЕ ЗАБУДЬ!!! Окончательные решения занеси в бланк ответов.

A6

I. Vocabulary and Communication
1. Betty tries to .......... some money every week to buy a new tablet.
A) give away

Б) save

B) spend

Г) take easy

2. Jim’s dad is an engineer. He’s got a well-paid job. He gets a very good .......... every month.
A) pension

Б) salary

B) wages

Г) benefit

B) bricklayer

Г) carpenter

B) Welsh.

Г) Greek.

B) science

Г) history

B) airport

Г) cathedral

B) grated

Г) boiled

3. My neighbour is a .......... . He makes things with wood.
A) plumber

Б) welder

4. She is new in our class. She comes from
A) Malta.

Б) Swiss.

5. We learned about the Roman Empire at .......... last term.
A) geography

Б) maths

6. The London Eye is a famous .......... in England.
A) funfair

Б) wheel

7. I always put some .......... cheese on top of my pizza.
A) roast

Б) squeezed

8. A: Can I ask you a question?
B: Of course. ....................
A) I’m afraid not.

Б) You’re welcome.

B) It’s your turn now.

Г) How can I help you?

9. A: ....................
B: Yes, please.
A) Do you like pizza, please?

Б) Would you like a slice of pizza, please?

B) Are you eating a slice of pizza?

Г) Will you give me a slice of pizza?

10. A: ....................
B: That’s a great idea!
A) Did you have a nice weekend?

Б) Can I have two children’s tickets for this film?

B) How do you get to the cinema?

Г) Why don’t we visit Simone?

II. Grammar
11. It’s quite warm today. You .......... wear an anorak.
A) don’t have to

Б) mustn’t

B) can’t

Г) aren’t able to

B) few

Г) much

12. Nobody likes Emily. She has very .......... friends.
A) little

Б) any

13. My elder brother .......... pass his driving test last Tuesday.
A) shall

Б) was able to

B) would

Г) could

14. Paul’s dad .......... when he was a teenager. He gave it up many years ago.
A) used to smoke

Б) was smoking

B) was smoked

Г) has smoked

B) I’m going to meet

Г) I’ll meet

B) don’t liked

Г) didn’t likes

15. A: My train arrives at half past seven p.m.
B: OK, .......... you by the ticket office.
A) I’m meeting

Б) I meet

16. Max .......... the party very much.
A) didn’t liked

Б) didn’t like

17. Cross-country skiing .......... snowboarding.
A) isn’t as more dangerous as

Б) isn’t as dangerous than

B) isn’t as dangerous as

Г) isn’t most dangerous than

18. Daisy looks (1) .......... and she’s dancing really (2) .......... .
A) (1) beautifully; (2) well

Б) (1) beautiful; (2) goodly

B) (1) beautifully; (2) good

Г) (1) beautiful; (2) well

19. You cycle much .......... than me.
A) more slowly

Б) slowlier

B) slowly

Г) slower

III. Reading
The Olympic Games
The first Olympic Games took place in Greece, in 776 BC. There was only one race called the Stade, but it was very popular. The
Ancient Olympic Games grew for over 1000 years until the Romans came to Greece. Then they ended. In 1896, a French sportsman
called Pierre de Coubertin started them again. The first modern Olympic Games took place in Athens and fourteen countries took part.
Today, the Games are the most important sporting event for athletes around the world.
In 1948, Sir Ludwig Guttman organized a sports competition for people with disabilities at a hospital in England. This was the
beginning of the Paralympic Games. Today, the Paralympics are a world-famous sporting event and take place after the Olympic Games
have finished.
The five rings on the Olympic flag represent five continents. The rings are red, blue, green, yellow and black because every country
has got one of these colours in its flag.
The Olympic flame burns from the start of the Olympic Games to the finish. Organizers light the torch at the ancient Olympic site in
Greece. Then they take it to the stadium in the country where the Games will be.
There’s a ceremony at the end of each event. During the ceremony, organizers show the flag of the country each winning athlete
comes from, play the national anthem of the gold medallist and present the gold, silver and bronze medals.
• Usain Bolt is a Jamaican sprinter. He was the first man to win both the 100 and 200 metres at three Olympic Games. He was also
the winner of the 4 x 100 metres relay in London 2012 and Rio de Janeiro 2016.
• Michael Phelps in an American swimmer. He became the Olympian with the most medals: 23 gold, 3 silver and 2 bronze.
• Sarah Storey is a British cyclist. She broke the record for the women’s road race in the Paralympic Games when she finished
seven minutes before the silver medallist.
• Nicola Adams is a British boxer. She was the first female boxer to win an Olympic gold medal.
• Larisa Latynina was born in Ukraine and represented the Soviet Union. She was a gymnast. She is the only woman who won
nine gold Olympic medals. She also won five silver and four bronze medals.
(Based on: P. Bowen, D. Delaney and J. Quintana ‘Team Up’ OXFORD)

20. The first ancient Olympic Games took place .......... years ago.
A) a hundred and twenty-two

Б) a thousand

B) about a thousand two hundred and forty

Г) nearly two thousand eight hundred

21. .......... countries were in the first modern Olympics.
A) 6

Б) 14

B) 44

Г) 86

B) Michael Phelps

Г) Sarah Storey

Б) eighteen

B) twenty

Г) twenty-eight

Б)

B)

Г)

B)

Г)

22. .......... is the athlete who won the most Olympic medals.
A) Usain Bolt

Б) Larisa Latynina

23. Usain Bolt won .......... Olympic medals.
A) eight
24. Choose the Olympic flag.
A)

25. Organizers of the Olympic Games light .......... in Greece.
A)

Б)

26. Choose the true sentence.
A) There isn’t a sportswoman who won more Olympic medals than Larisa Latynina.
Б) Sarah Storey is an American swimmer who won a medal at Paralympics.
B) Organizers play national anthems of every medallist at the end of each event.
Г) The last modern Olympic games took place in Athens.
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